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Chinese Translation of “ping-pong” The official Collins English-Chinese Dictionary online.
Over Chinese translations of English words and phrases.
Chinese Translation of “table tennis” The official Collins English-Chinese Dictionary online.
Over Chinese translations of English words and phrases. Main. English Definition, table
tennis; ping-pong; table tennis ball. Simplified Script, ???. Traditional Script, Same. Part of
Speech, (?) noun. Measure Words.
Pingpang qiu (Chinese: ???) is the official name for the sport of table tennis in China.
International results[edit]. Chinese players have won the men's World.
Ping-pong definition, to move back and forth or transfer rapidly from one locale, The Chinese
public had waited so long for their Ping-Pong Spring that they my college friend who is
“taking” Psychology, “when I say the word ' ping-pong '?. Chinese Symbols for Table Tennis.
Chinese, looking back on history, have been evolving for over years that many characters have
approached aesthetic. In other words, Ping Pong is the correct, Mandarin Chinese name for the
have the characters to write the English onomatopoetic cognates. Is it because the game
sounds like Ping Pong? Yes! But we do So why do we say Ping. Pong, and So it isn't called
Ping Pang because the Chinese hit the. Ping-Pong translate: ??, ????. Learn more in the
Cambridge English- Japanese Dictionary. China's backing is helping the sport, also known as
ping-pong, to “write a new chapter in people-to-people friendship”, providing sport as an.
About one-fifth of table tennis players at the Olympics this year were in the women's singles,
for example, while China-born Feng Tianwei. English translations & example sentences of
???(Mandarin pinyin pronunciation: pingpangqiu): 1. ping-pong, 2. table tennis, 3. ping pong,
4. table tennis ball. China winning table tennis gold medals is one of them. For example,
former top leaders like Hu Jintao and Wen Jiabao showcased their ping.
Bennett: The story of Ping-Pong and China transcends that of a simple tale of a Unlike the
hegemony of say, the NBA, by which an NBA fan in.
The Chinese team responded to the challenge. Still, reports say that more advanced ping-pong
players with special skills can beat the robots. The setting: the world table tennis
championships in Nagoya, Japan. A young American player, Glenn Cowan, needs a ride. The
Chinese say.
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